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COURSES FOR JOBS AND HOPE

I didn't think I explained my position very clearly in my last video concerning the probable network operating 
in the welfare office that probably conspires against the people, so I will run through, again and from the start, 
what precisely had occurred.

Most of the times I sign on, the advisers in the welfare office usually give a run down---sales pitch---on some of 
the government-run training courses that unemployed people, or claimants, can attend and sometimes are forced, 
by law, to attend in an apparent attempt to further their job prospects. It was the many number of times that my 
adviser---Jenny, delivered her sales pitch to me over the past few months that first made me suspicious and come 
to regard the sales pitch as a mechanism to pressure the claimants into enrolling on the courses. Therefore, 
combined with the absolute fact that the courses Jenny tries to get me to attend are not mandatory and, get this, 
she never points that out, (always ask if the courses are mandatory before you enrol) I became convinced that 
they're abusing the claimants so they can get jobs. I eventually worked up 2 solid reasons---see: Conclusions---for 
why they relentlessly try so hard to enrol the unemployed on their courses, and, along with the one above, the 
government lying to the people is the other. Therefore, due to, among other things, Jenny's relentless sales pitch 
making me suspicious, I recorded her sales pitch---see: V156---for 2 reasons: (1) evidence that the sales pitch is a 
fact; does exist; (2) to later use that footage to support my theory, which is: the government and the welfare 
system is conspiring against the unemployed. There are 2 recordings---V156; V161, so far, connected to this story, 
and V161 will be dealt with after V156. As for the actual training courses themselves, they do sound like a kind 
and thoughtful gesture from the leftist-held government of Britain. But if you've been unlucky and forced into 
attending the courses, then you'll be aware that they are essentially unhelpful. As someone who has participated 
in many of the training courses himself, I can testify that I was never even lucky enough to secure even one low-
paying job during or after attending the courses regardless to what skills I acquired or certificates I was awarded, 
not even one! So, to me, they were meaningless. Therefore, due to past experiences, unless the courses are 
mandatory I personally prefer not to participate in them and prefer not to be pressured into attending them by my 
adviser almost every time I attend the welfare office to sign on. In addition, although I've informed my adviser 
about this on many occasions, Jenny, who is my adviser in the welfare office, prefers to forget this and it's never 
long before the sales pitch returns with as much enthusiasm as ever. Additionally, although my arm is damaged 
due to nerve damage; numbness; loss of strength, amongst other things, the welfare office staff always seem to 
forget this as they present me with another job to apply for that's impossible for me to do. 

It wasn't at all surprising that I caught Jenny out first time, seeing as she repeats herself on so many 
occasions, and during her sales pitch I asked her why she doesn't just let me sign on and leave without having to 
hear the annoying sales pitch. V156, therefore, is that footage. (I edited out about 15 minutes due to me just                 



                                                           

sitting around and waiting for my adviser) In the recording I also asked Jenny why it is that I never receive any 
replies back on the jobs I reply for. Jenny skips over my reasons for merely wanting to sign on and leave as she 
moves to justify her actions by trying to convince me that the courses are helpful. Nearing the end of my 
appointment with Jenny, I offered her to put her money where her sales pitch mouth is by offering her a light-
hearted bet by stating: if I go on the courses I probably will not secure a job even after I receive any of the 
certificates or training, or words meant to be to that effect. This, of course, is the principle reason for why I don't 
want to attend. And although my light-hearted bet wasn't meant to be taken so seriously due to the obvious fact 
that I didn't even have to, by law, attend any of the courses because they're not mandatory and, bear in mind, she, 
as I do, must know that, Jenny lost her patience with me; stood up and left.

So that was the narrative of the first recording---see: V156---in the events that had unfolded in the welfare 
office over the last few months or so, and Jenny evidently turned slightly aggressive towards me just for asking 
her some questions.

After my exchange with Jenny, the next time I signed on I thought I'd see her again because she had written 
her own name in my appointment book---see: V161---and has been my only adviser for the last few months or so, 
so it was curious to discover that I had actually been passed on to a new adviser called Joyce. Maybe Jenny felt 
bad due to our argument or was feeling guilty over having been caught delivering her repetitive sales pitch, but 
getting moved on to a new adviser seemed rather extreme; or maybe Jenny and her office actually watched the 
video; maybe they're aware I had captured one of their irritating sales pitches on camera; maybe the staff even 
agree that the sales pitch appears suspicious, and, embarrassed by it all, Jenny passed me over to Joyce before 
running away. 

After the first exchange or argument with Jenny, I wasn't thinking so much about where the story was going 
and wasn't paying too much attention so I failed to record my next visit to the welfare office to keep my 
appointment with what should have been Jenny but was instead with Joyce. 

During my appointment with Joyce I was given a new adviser, for the next time signing on, called Bernadette, 
and Joyce had written Bernadette's name in my appointment book. 

More than curious by it all now due to the many different advisers, I recorded my next appointment, that was 
with Bernadette, in the off chance of capturing anything strange or anomalous on camera. 

Nothing much happened in the appointment with Bernadette---see: V161 for the actual footage---apart from 
the fact that she allowed me, just as Joyce had done 14 days previously, to simply sign on and leave without                 

having to suffer the sales pitch, so I was happy enough with that small victory until, that is, I noticed the spooky 
anagram---Die, encoded into my next adviser's name that Bernadette had written down in my appointment book. 



                                                           

The name, of course, is Diane. Therefore, in V161 you can (1) see and here Bernadette stating who my next 
adviser---Diane, is; (2) see Bernadette writing Diane's name in my appointment book; (3) view the appointment 
book and names. 

To clarify:

• Appointment 1: Recorded---see: V156. Complained to Jenny about her relentless sales pitch.
• Appointment 2: Failed to record. Jenny failed to keep appointment; given new adviser---Joyce; Joyce let   

                          me simply sign on and leave; Joyce gave me new adviser---Bernadette, for next sign on.
• Appointment 3: Recorded---see: V161. Bernadette let me simply sign on and leave; Bernadette gave me   

                          new adviser---Diane, for next sign on.                                                    

Critical evidence that made me suspicious:

• their incessant sales pitch;
• their relentless sales pitch doesn't include the part where it informs the claimants that the courses are 

optional; 
• after attending courses and acquiring certificates, etc., I still receive no word back from any jobs 

applied for;
• after completion of a course, the sales pitch continues.                                                                                                                                           

Conclusions:

The “sales pitch” wasn't purposely designed to deliberately provoke me, or, at least, I don't think it was, but 
rather it was designed by the government, who sanction the sales pitch---the staff don't mind because they get 
jobs---to give the people hope of locating a job so it fools them into believing the nation is not broken and there's 
still hope for them if they apply themselves properly. So the courses are to conceal the fact that Britain is broken 
and, thanks to the Left's policies---immigration; out-sourcing of jobs, etc., over the past decades and also due to 
natural overpopulation, there are no jobs. 


